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1. .PERSONALS
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·

trqccptlon,

~tcriJJzatlon,

abortion, Rig.tH to CJ1oose,

294.0171.
1/18
49 CENtS, AMERICAN CIGARETTES: \0 bloc!<
• from UNM at Pipe & Tob~cco Road, 107B Cornell

SE, Open Monday thru S~turday 9·6,

1/27

FAST•PITCH

SOFTBALL TEAM forming.
Interested Players call298·6476 after 6;00 p.m. J/20
· PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES FORMING; Short

4. HOUSING
'
WALK TO UNM: Cozy 1-bcdfoom, carpeted. $125,
pan utilities paid. 262·1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
1/19
DIKE TO CLASS: Clean 2-bedroom, parJ bills paid,
secure garage, $200. 262~1751 Valley, $30 fee.
1/19
I BLOCK FROM CAMPUS: furnished, $80,

intensive courses in shooting black·and-white1 color.
Learn a permanent, valuable skill. Small groups
designed to Stlil your presen.t knowledge: absolute
beginners or intermediates. Special ~cssions In out.
door portraiture, nature & scenics, sports action.
ln!cnslvc darkroom instrucllor! if requested.
Reasonable tuition. Groups fill up quickly so call
soon for lnfprmation, A~Photographer, 1717 Girard
NE, 26l-2444.

FEMALE NON-SMOKER

·

I/20

FORSALE

ROOMATE wamed.

PIONEER COMPLETE SYSTEM two 6-way

Pioneer speakers. casset!e and turntRble, a good
l/27
bargain 7,81 per month. 268-4394.
KIRBY RED CLASSIC commercial model, 3 months
old, Must sell cheap, 7.81 monthly. 266·5872.
1/27
JAZZ SAXAPHONIST SUPREME Grover

Washington returns to UNM's Popejoy Hall on
Wed., Feb. 1 at 7:30pm, Tickets for this ASUNM·
PEC Presentation are available at the SUB and
Popejoy Hall Box Offices and at all TlcketrTmster
locations,
2/1

6.

EMPLOYMENT

Afternoons and. evenings, Must be able to work
Friday and Saturday nighls. Must be 21 years old.
Apply in persory, no phone calls please. Save-Way
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul NE-

to 1717 Girard NE.

1/27

LOST & FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Pence Corps. Ortega 233.
277-!5907.
ss

3.

SERVICES

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now,
Call PENM 842·S200,
tfn
TYPING. 1st QUALITY, 883·7787,
2/24
L & M MUSIC STUDIO, 3 Blocks from campus.

Guitar & plano taught by experienced instructors in a
· comfort hie environment. 247·81,8.
1127
TYPI~T

EXPERIENCED

INSURANCE,

legal,

$30 fee.
1/20
BIKE TO CLASS. Fancy 2-bdrm., fenced yard, kids,
pets, $1S5. 262-27SI, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
1120
WALK TO UNM. Brand new one-bctrm, paneled
throughout, beamed ceilings, just $60, 262-1751,
.Valley
Rtntals,
$30
fee,
1/20
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED, clean one·bdrm,
privately fenced, $135. 262-1751, Valley Rental.~, $30
fee.
1120

' I !ti BLOCKS TO UNM: !-bedroom, yard for pets.
S7S. 262·1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
1/19
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED; Enormous J.
bedroom, shady yard. Now $135, 262-1751, Valley
Rentals. $30 fee.
1/19

SEARCHING FOR HOUSING? Residence Halls are
your answer for maximum convenience to campus
plus comfon and economy in housing and food
service! InQUire La Posada 201 on weekdays, 9-4. or
call277·2606.

1/25

EXPERIENCED PHOTOGRAPHER IS searching

for" figure models, Fee determined by personal interview, If Interested, call Bob at 296-8810 MWF
aftcr6;30pm.

1120

PART-TIME J\fB GRADUATE students only.

PART~TIME HELP WANTED. Aftcrnoonl!,
ewnings plus delivery boys. Please apply at Perry's
Pizza, 2004 Central on Jan. 17-18 from 3-6 pm, 1/17
SUMMER JOBS GUARANTEED or money back.
NationS largest directory. Minimum 50 employers per
state. includes master application. Only' $3. Sumchoice, Box645, State College, PA 16801,
1/19
SALESPEOPLE WANTED, TO sell display advet~is/ng for the New Mexico Daily LOBO. Work on
campus. Must have car. Call 277·5656 for an ap.
pointment.
tfn

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE I. D. ENGRAVING on your bicycle. Thorn~

resistant bicycle tubes: SO cents orr all sizes. 102 Rich~
mondNE266-1611.
1120

engineering, statistical, theses, manuscripts. Call266·
4770.
1/20
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS; Segovia method.
Beginners Welcome 266-9291.
I/3I
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and

editorial system. Technical, general, legol,, medical,
scholnstic. Charts & tables. 345-2125.
4129
WAKE UP CALLS made day or night, For S-day
week, $5.00 monthly. For 7-day week. $6 243-2368,
1/20
WEAVING CLASSES STARTING now. Tho

Weuvers' Studio, 12-5 pm, 205 Stanford SE, 265·
9100.
1120
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and

FRYE.
11\.IOf~lJ•KfRS

~tlllGf

lBiiJ

CHEAP WATERBEDSJ Water Trips $89,95 buys
you I) dark walnut stained franc, 2) safety liner, 3)"
foam comfort pad, 4} itO)' size mattress wllh 3~ycar

MASSAGE WORKSHOP AL~ day Sunday January

2/23

1120

2,2., led by Jir;enscd massa~e lheraplsls, $1 S. For in~
(ormation call 243-2163 or 345-5114. Rcgbtration
closes Sa1urday AM.
.1/16

.
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BOOTS

"',: J•

\UU.L! .....~.. t, ~ .ii.!.

1 Wilderness
abode
5 Jot
9 Farm noise
14 Sandarac
tree
15 Medicine
portion
16 Musical
composition
17 Spades or
hearts: 2
words
19 .....
Pradesh:
Ind. state
20 Uneven
21 Yukon. for
one
23 Riata
25 Awaken
26 Cheese
28 Scold
32 Fanciful
yarn: 2
words
37 Power:
Prefix
38 Long
familiar
39 Filch
41 Yalie
42 In plain view
45 Uncertain
person
48 Optical
masers
50 Threemasted
schooner
51 Principal

ducts
54 Brooding
hen
58 u.s.
politicians
62 Level
surface
63 Old World
tree
64 Kind of
store
66 Fisherman
67 Jal ···68 Australian
animals
69 Unkempt
70 Delayed
7-1 E:ye
infection;
Var.
DOWN
1 Ship of the
desert
2 Macaw
3 ---·leagues
4 Less poetic
5 Public
notices:
Informal
61mportune
7 Willow twig
8 Montreal
subway
9 Injured
10Gameof
chance
11 Within:
Comb. form
12 Jewish
month

your convenience.
1/17
UNM BOOKSTORE RETURNS policy: Last da)' for
full refund Feb, 11. 1.) Books mUst be In original
condition 2.) You MUST have cash receipt! 3.) You
must present student 10.
• 1120

S927,

·.

1120

..

The UNM basketball team
rose in the national rankings
from 15th to 13th in tho U PI
fK>II and made tho AP poll at
number 20. Related story on
page 7• .,.--'""'"'.....,..,...~ ...._.,.,... ""'"TI ~-~~· -~ ..........

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Frlday'a Puzzle Solved:
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By RACHEL DIXON
and TIM GALLAGHER
LOBO Staff Writers
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It's a funny thing about lines,
especially during the first week of
school+ the other lines always seem
to move faster.
"These lines are never short
enough. If .the lines went any
quicker, I'd figure something was
wrong," said Dennis Mysiak.
"It's a lot of fun to wait in a line
20 minutes just to cash a $3
check," grumbled Michael Bradshaw' another student whiling
away his time in a line that
ultimately reached the cashiers.
Long lines and frayed nerves
were commonplace on campus as
UNM students resumed classes
Monday, but most operations
seemed to be running smoothly.
The registration center at Bandelier East ushered an estimate of

II IR
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1 3 Can. politi·
47 Deers'
clan
horns
18 Willing
49 Baronet's ti·
22 Chafe
tie
·
24 Makes lace
52 Of the nose
27 School subj .. 53 inscribed
29 Dill seed
slab
30 Yarn
55 Old playing
31 Arab title
card
32 Buffoon
56 Agent
33 Thomas---· 57 Della, or
Edison
PP.P.wee
34 Bad day for
58 Performs
Caesar
59 "Waiting for
35 Peggy or
the Robt. ·
Pinky
36 Asia
60 Race dis·
40 False statelance
ments
61 Flap
43 Far-off
violently
44 Window or·
namentation 65 lnterj. of
46 Stumbles
shor.k

..
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"We're surprised at the lack of
lines. The only reason is because
the students don't know about it
L~""''"'"""''='--~=·,~et.
We encour_ a_ ge lines because it"
::-ltftaJ15""0le""~1"ft',;"'rrn.V'"'h"~.._,_ . ..,. _.
dCiing," said Tom Hogg, assistant
dean of students.

State Depariment or-

ficial in charge of coordinating
Panama Canal treaty negotiations
will be on campus Tuesday to ;:;:;rticipate in a UNM forum on the
treaties that will also feature a
telephone address by President
Carter.
Ambassador David Popper, the
deputy for Panama Canal treaty affairs, will discuss issues surrounding the controversial treaties with
U.S. Senator Harrison Schmitt and
UNM Proffessors Marshall Nason,
Pedro David and Michael Conniff.
After the forum, the audience
will be polled about the treaties,
Nason said. A ballot with the
choices "yes," "no" and "undecided" will be passed around to
be filbd out. The results of the poll
will be sent to the President, Nason
said.
The forum is scheduled to begin
at 7 p.m. President Carter's phone
call will be place at 7:45 and he is
scheduled to talk for 10 minutes.
One or two questions for the
President will be . selected from
among written questions submitted
by individuals at the beginning of
the forum.
Ambassador Popper, a career
Foreign Service officer, has been
U.S. ambassador to Chile,
assistant secretary of state for In·
ternational Organization Affairs
and ambassador to Cyprus. He
began his career in 1945 as a
specialist
in
international
organization affairs.
Nason, who will serve as
moderator for the forum, said
there will be a debate with Ambassador Popper representing the
state department's viewpoint in
favor of the treatis. Sen. Schmitt
will speak against the treaties.
"It will be sort of a "Meet the
Press" program ... the media people
and other individuals will ask
questions," he said.
Conniff will serve as a source of
background information for any
individuals requesting it, Nason
said. David will give a statement on
a Latin-American point of view.

5,000 through Monday and another
Most students were well5,000 were expected today," said prepared as they came through the
Rick Legoza, associate registrar.
regist.·ation lines, Legoza said.
Legoza has a picture of a Having worked the registration
crowded mess at Johnson Gym, computers along with registrar
during the old registration process, Fred Chreist, he said, "Some of the
hanging in his office as a reminder glamour of the computers is starthat "things could be worse."
ting to wear off. We're getting
Lines seemed to be moving sworn at now when we tell them a
rapidly over' the floor littered with class is closed."
discarded class schedules. The
registration center handled a peak
Bookstore manager A.O.
of I, 100 students an hour Monday.
Jackson said lines were moving
Mike Maccagnano said he wasn't rapidly Monday. "I doubt if
having any difficulties registering anyone's had to wait in line more
for classes. "It's pretty wild, but than five minutes this morning,"
I'm not having much trouble."
he said.
Legoza said that although the
number of students would
Jackson said the resons for the
probably be up by about 2 per cent shorter lines- were that many people
over last spring semester, the num- bought books last week and · he
ber of credit hours would be down. doubled the number of operating
More students are registering for cash registers from I 0 to 20. A new
fewer hours and taking parttime medical bookstore on the North
jobs, he said.
Campus also helped to lighten the
load, he said.

It appears the only place that had
no long lines, in fact, no lines at all,
was the New Mexico Union Box
Office. Employes were expecting
onslaughts of students wanting to
buy tickets to Leonard Nimoy.

Schmitt,
Popper
To Clash·

Ladie's & Men's

20°/o

.

'

TUTORING AVAILABLE FOR Minority Students

and Men in Nursing for Chcmisiry Ill, 212; Biology
123\ 238; Math 102; Nursing Pathology 240; Phar~
macology 276. Cal1277-2507.
1120
TYPING: REPORTS, RESUMES, general. 898·

* .

•

(,

now 3-minute Passport Photos. ""No appolntment.
268·8SI5.
tfn
UNM BOOKSTORE OPEN til 7;00 PM tonite for

Tuesday, .January 1J)97::Hf?.~
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TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

•

; .. ·

1ake over payments Of9.39 per month. 266~5872, 1/27
TAPPAN MICROWAVE OVEN browning element,
memory temperature probt, 5 yr fuU watran~y. Take
over paym~nts of $8.17. 268-439.3.
1/27

JAZZ SAXAPHONIST SUPREME Grover
Two·bcdroom house share half rent $80.00 plus
Wnshington returns to UNM's Popejoy Hall on
deposit, Close to Winrock. For appt. call Lucy, 766·
Wed,, Pe", I at 7:30 p.m. Tickets for thi~; A.SUN...
7671 Sam- 5 pm.
1/20
MIP~C Presentation are avuilable at th~ SUD and CAMPUS SPECIAL LAROE one·bdrm, full car.
ror~JOY Hall box offices and at all Ttckelma;t1e1
r --t~i!-!~:.1, $l 20, np lease, 262 _2751 , Valley Rentals, $30'
r.K:a lOllS
fee.
·
1120
PERRY'S PIZZA 2004 Centro\! SE. Try o1..1r fresh
snlad and slice specials for lunch. ~izza by the 111ice
and pan
1/19
AVAILADLE SOON, EXTRA large 4-room house,
PASSPORT, IMIGRATJON, J.D. Photos. Lowest
fenced yard, pets OK, $120, 262~1751, Valley Renlals,
price.s in town. Past, pleasing. Cali26J-2444 or come
1/27

NEW STOCK OF COTTON Warp, Com~ see. The
Weavers' Stlldio, 12-~ pm. 20~ Stanford SE, 265-9100

LIKE NEW HP·21 $4S.OO, Sears electronic slide rul~
. $2S.OO. Call nights 26l·Of>4S.
1120
SINOER MACHINE EQUIPPED to buuonhole, zig . guorantee; $89.9S. 3407 Central NE. 2ll-228Q,
lMg, pa)' $16.20 and take machine. 266.5871.
J/27 •
SONY TRINITRON PLUS color TV full guarantee,

fireplace, non.smoker. 247-9800, eves, call Mike
LARCiE FURNISHED I bedroom apt. 1D minutes
from campus $1110 inclUdes gas ~nd hot water no child
1/23
or pels 9.15 Alvarado SB 266-1216.
I SINGLE ROOM, finale; co-ed re!!ldential co-op
close to cum pup. 247-25 IS
l/20
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? We do the cooking
and cleaning, you do the studying. 303 Ash NE, 243.,.
2881.
2/5

2.

•

5.

ALPACA WQOl.ENS 1/3 • 112 otT. 20 perecni. so
per cent off all wlnfer clothing. Wild Rose, 2916
Central SE. 266-9946,
1/16

Lines may have been short there
at the box office, but for most
students in lines, it was a case of
grin and bear it.
Ron Croce summed up many
people's feelings, while he was
LOBO photosby Rachef UJxol'\
waiting at the cashiers line, "I've
The Mail-A-Can-To-Carter campaign, promoted by PIRG volunteers Mark Liebendorfsr and been in worse lines, but it's still not
Rachel Maurer, have had many onlooders but few actually bringing cans. Shown here is interested fun. There has to be a better way,''

onlooker, Samuel James.

Budget
Increase
Lobbied

UNM plans to lobby for the ap·
propriation recommendation of the
Board of Educational Finance in
the legislative session beginning
today, said Bill Weeks, director of
university relations.
The BEF recommended a 14 per
cent increase in the instructional
and general budget for the main
campus. This increase woudl bring
the $40.4 million budget of last
year to $41.7 million.
Weeks said the university's lob·
bying efforts will be concentrated
on trying to be available to answer
questions on the university as well
as reading the different bills introduced so that in the cases where
they affect a particular department,
·the university <:an notify the department and give them a chance to
respond.
Weeks said he expects about 600
to 700 bills to be introduced. Of
tho&e, he estimated that 30 to 40
will directly affect the university,
Earlier, President William E.
Davis said the university's
priorities would be the instruction
and general budget, renewal or ex·
tension of a library bond issue that
would mean $1 million annually to
UNM's libraries over the next ten
years, a $10 million medical science
research building, and state leasing
of BC Me..

Unlimited Rides For $28

Bus Passes Popular
By D. M. FLYNN
LOBO News Editor
More than 400 bus passes have
been sold at the UNM bookstore,
Holly Richards-Day, marketing
analyst for the Albuquerque Transit Division, said.
Day said 165 of the passes were
sold on Friday and more than 200
more were sold by 1 p.m. Monday.
"I have expectations that today we
will be just a busy since there are
students coming in for Tuesday
classes that haven't been by here
yet."
Last August 750 semester passes
were sold to fulltime students. Day
said she expected to sell between
500 and 600 bus passes this week.
"A smaller amount of poeple
usually buy passes in the spring
semester," she said.
Semester passes are available for
fulltime student; only for $28.
Graduate students who carry nine
or more hours will be allowed to
buy a semester pass.
Parttime students, however, buy
monthly passes for $11. A monthly
pass for January is half price. Mon·
thly passes, which are also
available to UNM faculty and
Bill Cerny sits patiently as his picture is taken by photographe staff, will be sold at the cashier's

Debbie KramGr for his bus pass.

(cont. on pago 5)
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~Humphrey

Mourned
i.Despite Bitter Cold ·
c

.!g

ST. PAUL, MINN. (UPI)
o Throughout the night they gathered
in cold that dippeg to 10 degrees
below zero1o'wa:it their turn to say
·~ a fin&! gpodbye to Sen. Hubert
o Humohrev.
g During the night state police
·~ estimate<:! tbll.l tJ'IOI~ than 20,000

S

.
persons had passed by Humphrey's
closed, flag-draped casket in the
rotunda of the state capitol
surrounded by military honor
guard and floral remembrances.
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Bundled in heavy coats and
snowmobile suits, they sang "God
Bless America," "The Battle Hymn
of The Republic," and "America
The Beautiful," as they waited tp
enter Sunday.
Monsignor Terrence Murphy,
president of the College of St.
Thomas, presided at a short prayer
service.
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DON'T LET
MONEY
DICTATE
YOUR FUTURE
Whether vou ao to college no longer has to be based on

•
"

..•

how much money you can earn during the summer.
Air Force ROTC offers a four, three or two-year scholarship
to pay you $100 a month and all tuition, textbook and lab fees.
With money problems reduced, the decision to go to college is
your own.
The Air Force needs dedicated officers in a variety of different jobs,(md one of these jobs Is bound to fit into your picture.
After graduation and commissioning, you'll find challenging
work along with the chance to grow through experience.
Find out about the Air Force ROTC scholarship program to·
day. It's a great way to help yourself through those tough college years and a great way to get ready for on exciting future,
as a commissioned officer In the United States Air Force.
Contact the Aerospace Studies Department on
campus at: 1901 Las Lomas, tel. 277·4230
regarding the Air Force Alternative.

ROTC

Gateway to a great way of life.

Come Hear President

.JIMMY CARTER
discuss the Panama Canal treaties
via telephone at the UNM Student
Union Ballroom

7 P.M. January 17

HELP SHAPE
PANAMA CANAL
POLICY
Also on the program to debate the
issue: Senator Harrison Schmitt,
Ambassador David Popper, Professor
Pedro David, Professor Marshall
Nason, and news media panelists.
Sponsored by UNM Continuing Education
and UNM Latin American Center

c.>

World News
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Peace Agenda Released
JERUSALEM (UPI) - Israel
Monday expressed the need for the
United States to play an active role
in middle East peace talks and
released an agenda for the. forthcoming political conference that
contained. a compromise U.S.
proposal on the Palestinian issue.
"Israel needs the United States as
an active mediatos..'' Foreign·
Minister Moshe 'Dayan told
reporters prior to a luncheon with
Egyptian
Foreign
Minister
Mohammed Kamel.
Dayan's statement not only
coincided with similar remarks
about the American role made by
an Egyptian spokesman at the.
conference but was evidence that
Israel supported President Carter's
pledge that the United States would
play an active role in the talks.

The luncheon and informal talks
The Agenda Items were:
between Kamel, Dayan and aides
-"The declaration of principles
from both sides was held as which
would
govern
the
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance was negotiations of a comprehensive
flying to. Israel '24 hours. later than peace settlement in the Middle East.
originally scheduled.
-''The
guidelines
for
Vance had canceled his original negotiations relating to the issues of
departure from Washington Judea, Samaria and. the Gaza
Saturday night because Israel and Strip." (Judea and Samaria is how
Egypt were unable to agree on the Israel refers to the occupied West
wording of an agenda item on the . Bank of the Jordan).
Palestinian issue, the central ob-"The elements of peace
stacle to a peace agreement.
treaties between Israel and its
The Egyptian foreign minister neighbnors in accordance with the
arrived in Jerusalem Sunday.
principles of U.N. Security council
Israeli officials Monday released Resolution 242."
what was described as the proposed
agenda for the talks although they
One Israeli official said, "The
said Egypt and Israel agreed to all basis for the compromise was a
three items on it. All of them were U.S. proposal that was worked
vaguely worded though com- over. He said the Egyptians wanted
prehensive in scope.
to word the item as "The problem
of the West Bank" but Israel
viewed that as referring to
territorial withdrawal, which it did
not want included.

Italian Democrats
Yield to Leftists
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Although the wording of each
heading has been agreed upon, both
sides are expected to make their
own proposals for the settlement of
each issue. They still differ widely
upon how to find solutions. But
agreement on the headings was
needed before the conference could
start, which is why they are worded
so vaguely.

ROME (UPI) - Premier Giulio
Andreotti yielded to Communist
pressure Monday and handed ip the
resignation of his U.S. -backed
Christian Democratic government,
Italy's 39th administration since
World War II.
The move opened the way for a
possible Communist role in the next
government.
Andreotti turned in his government's resignation to President
Giovanni ·Leone after Italy's leftist
parties
withdrew
their
parliamentary support of his
NEW ORLEANS (UPI) - With "Come On Down To The Mardi
minority cabinet and demanded a kiss on the cheek for the last Gras."
seats for the Communists in the visitor and a bouncy jazz funeral,
next government.
"Everyone feels it was a perfect
the New Orleans Museum of Art
In accepting the government's Monday sent King Tut on his way .
way to say good bye to Tut in New
resignation, Leone asked Andreotti
Flashbulbs
sparked
and Orleans; - the only city in the
and his cabinet to stay on in a champagne corks popped just after country that could do it in the same
caretaker capacity and said he midnight when Stan Churchwell, a fun manner." said museum
would begin consultations on Tulane University student from director John Bullard, twirling a
Tuesday for a new government.
Richardson, Texas, became visitor black umbrella in time with the
Negotiations f0r the new No. 870,594 to see the 55 gold and music.
government will take place against jeweled treasures of Tutankhamun
The exhibit opens in Los
a backdrop of warnings from the on exhibit at the museum for the
Angeles, Feb. 15. Its tour of the
United States that the Communists past four months.
United States also includes Seattle
do not share western democratic
The band played typical funeral San Francisco and New York.
'
values and should not be allowed to dirges like "A Closer Walk With
increase their influence.
Thee" on a low and mournful
The Christian Democrats may procession to the museum steps.
CONTACT LENS SPECIAL
have a hard time living up to the Then the band broke into lively
l'\ew lint enhances eyes
United States' expectations. They tunes and quickened the pace with
Call us for price
won 38.8 per cent of the vote in the hundreds of spectators in their
Casey Opticai'Co.
June 1976 national el~;ction orange or blue Super Bowl outfits
fne:rt &or to Ca..~·~ Rexoll Drup,J
'Lomas at Washington
compared to 34.5 for the Com- strutting to the music of "When
munists - an outcome that left The Saints Go Marching In" and
-----·255-8736
neither party able to form a
governing majority in parliament
with their traditional allies.
Andreotti's minority cabinet
survived 17 months and 17 days on
the basis of an accord in which the
Christian Democrats consulted with
the left on major legislation and
programs and the leftist parties
agreed in turn to abstain in major
parliamentary votes.
That arrangement started coming
'apart
in
November
when
theCommunists, Socialists and the
small republican parties began
agitating for more say in running he
country and inclusion of the
Communists to help deal with
Italy's chronic economic, social and
Spend 90 minutes with
political terrorism problems.
the longshoreman/philosopher.
Instead of giving the Communists seats in an emergency all·
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Jazz Funeral Hails
King Tut Departure
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Eric Hoffer

"The Crowded
Life"
Wp·!?'!,
Produced by

Miami, Fla.

Tunein Tues ,January 17th,Time 8:ooP.M.

KNME

5

PUBLIC
BROADCASTING
SERVICE
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111 Harvard SE

811·7 Menaul NE

(across from UNM)

(across from Hoffmantown)

For the best in clothing and
head supp-lies
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If you were busy doing Sunday afternoon things and missed CBS'
Z Super Bowl p~e-game show, you were one of the lucky ones.
-:;·
The actual game, while not the most artistic thing, was one of the
e> better Super Bowl games in recent years 1 but the pre-game show was
·8!, · worse than Denver's first-half offense.
Phyllis George is very pretty, but we really weren't interested in a
promotional show for her.
AND JIMMY THE GREEK usually has a little more guts than to say
"pick 'em" in the biggest game of the year.
But what really bothered us most was the intelligence level CBS
aimed the show at, and the obvious fact that this 90 minutes of juvenile
junk was added just so the network could make umpteen million
dollars.
Most football fans probably tuned in to see intelligent analytical
comments on the two teams and some decent film clips of past Super
Bowl bouts. Instead, we ware treated to Phyllis' conversations with
pre-schoolers in Dallas, while the football talk was cut to the bone.
The game coverage was excellent, despite some attempts to get cute
with computer watercolors and funky instant replays. CBS was at its
best when it covered the action.
Apparently, the network barons forgot what made football so
popular in the first place - action. If CBS would just stick to the game
(which is what we tuned in for in the first place), it would be a lot better
off.
,

Good Luck
Another session of the New Mexico Legislature convenes today and
the UNM warriors are ready to do battle.
·
The University will be asking for its largest appropriation ever and has
set up several other battle fronts. Among these are the volatile community college issue which UNM refuses to support, contending that
the proposed college cannot do the job as effectively as UNM. The
University is also pushing for funds for some new campus buildings.
THE STATE LEGISLATURE Is a strange animal, but UNM seems to
be in pretty good shape with the Board of Educational Finance, backing
UN M on every key issue, except the community college.
, , The \cgi5\ature hus been pretty friendly to UNM in the past two years
·~nding a long period of coolness. Gov. Jerry Apodaca is meeting with
his final session of the legislature. Apodaca is a supporter of education,
-something we're not too sure the next governor will be, so UNM is in a
,position of catch-as-catch-can.
· We're hoping they catch all they want.

Tuesday Jan. 17

KUNM News- 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.·
UP/ News l, 6, 8 and 11- a.m.; 1

Ka;)~~j'~~rsonals: Rides offered
and animals lost and found, 10
a.m. and 6 p.m.
Jock Itch: Sports at 3 p.m.
Public Affairs: "Liking, eh?," four
Canadian women discuss varying
views of their lives. From Radio
. Canada at 7:30p.m.

"The Hqme of Happy Feet,"

! I'M GOING To 'DO ~Sf;
IN 10 JOE CALIFANO! II

NO,t'M I'PT GOING
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iReporters
f
l

country, folk and bluegrass at 9
p.m.

AH.. HER13HG

(})MfiS! SAC/<

FF.OM 7HI3 SP/155
6/R/...S' BOAR!)·-

If your've always wanted to be a big time reporter, ·now is your
chance.
·
~The LOBO will be conducting a work_ship for aspiring reporters
l· .. and· photographer~ this Saturday, Jan. 21_,
·
· :.
The woi'kShop .will' begin'at.lO
in' rqom 138
Marron Hall , _:,_=·
and ]Nill last until about_2 p.m. (Oon~t vi/orry, -there'ii be a lunch
break;) The workshop will·cover all aspectspt~ei~g-a. L,OBO staffer
j,
including "how _to's,"' deadlines, and of :e<1or§il;· r.rtomitar.y reim-

a.m-.

Portugal Session
Offered i~n Summer
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Let's See Action
While UNM continues to ask the taxpayers for more of their money,
the University is missing an excellent opportunity to offset some of its
losses right here on campus.
We are referring to UNM's lethargic pursuit of the revenue collected
from parking tickets given on campus. UNM pays the meter maids to
write the tickets, but the city gets all the fine money. The reason is
because the city says it costs it more money to collect and process the
tickets than it collects from the fines.
UNM WAS SUPPOSED TO set up a meeting with the city to
discuss UN M's wish to get some of the cash. So far, U NM hasn't done
that. The reason is because special legislation would have to be passed
to allow UNM to set up a court to collect the fines. Also, UNM is simply
not prepared to take over the ticket collection system.
There is nothing that can be done in this legislative session to get the
money into UNM's hands, but there is no excuse for UNM not to have
things set up by next January.
The University gets a raw deal from the city on this matter and there's
no reason in the world, UNM shouldn't pursue negotiations.
UNM does an awful lot of complaining about money. Now let's see if
they'll take advantage of an opportunity to get some.

LOBO editorial phone 277·5656
lOBO Editorial Staff
Editor-in-chief: Tim Gallagher
Managing Editor: Rebekah Szymanski
News Editor: O.M. Flynn

Photo Editor: Wendell T. Hunt
Sports Editor: Peter Madrid
·
Ans Editor: George Gesner
Copy Editors: Debbie Levy, Anna ...Poolo
Ad Manager: Frank Sala;zar
EDITORIALS: Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of tho LOBO editorial board.
All other columns, cartoons, and letters represent tho opinion of the authOr end do not
necessarily reflect the vlodw of the editorial board.
LETTERS: Letters to the edit of mUst be typed and signed by tha author with tho author's
signature, address adn telephone number. Letters to the editor should be no longer than 300
words. Oniy the name of the author will be printed and names will not, be withheld. All letters,
that discuss issues will be printed.
_
_
1
OPINIONS: Opinions must be wped end signed with the author's name, signature, address
and telephone number. Opinions should be no lofiger than 000 words. Only teh name of the
author will be printed and names will not be withheld,
Ali submtssions become the property of the New Mexico DaiUy LOBO and wiil be ~dlted
only for length or possibly libelous cOntent. If changes are mado, the author will bC Contacted.

burs,enient.
·
·
rhll only thing we require, is a d.esiie tq._do a.JJ,OOd}lb. Nci ~xperiehc:e,isriecessary, butitis"helpful..
·.
·
AII_,W;) ask is that yo.u call us befote Fri'day. t100n,to·Jet: US'·1<.now
hoWrrtlJ)lY Will betpere. Call 277-5656:and a'sk:t'"~klher:i~oorn·and
say,"l,wanttoworkonth!!LOBO.",.
. :.- ·
·
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There will be a meeting Wednesday in room 108 ofCarlisle Gym
at 3 p.m. for all those interested in
trying out for the women's varsity
tennis team.
The
Albuquerque
Men's
Resource Group and Feminist
Alliance will meet tonight at 7:30 at
the Alternative Community Center
on Girard· and Central. There will
be a presentation on "Male
Supremacy."

1-17

Letters

Urges Resignation

. A Real Winner

Ed1tor:

Varsity athletics are an important part of a university. They not only
provide entertainment, they provide money for student facilities such as
handball courts. They also provide an opportunity for forming new
relationships and a strong feeling of belonging to the University.
Unfortunately, students at UNM are deprived of these benefits
because it requires major spectator sports that win. Winning is not only
important to students but it is vitally important to minor sports, such as
gymnastics, whose budget depends upon the major. spectator sports.
Granted, UNM basketball draws capacity crowds but the revenue
can't be compared to a major college football program which draws
70,000 plus every game. Presently the only thing our football team
draws are the plays with a stick. They have one play where everyone
runs out for a pass and the center carries the ball. There's no other team
in America that hikes the ball on juicyfruit and loses so consistently as
the Lobos.
In case you haven't attended a football game in a few seasons,
there's been $1 million press box and astra tUrf added to the stadium in
order to give our team a new appearance. Unfortunately that is all it did
. for them and there aren't many people who want to pay good money to
see the Lobos lose even if they get to sit in a $1 million shadow.
The solution to winning is really quite simple. Drop football and make
rugby into a revenue-producing sport. If the alumni feels this is to
drastic a measure, hire an athletic director who knows what he's doing,
spend more money on coaching and recruiting, and give good players
good reasons for comming to UN M to play.
.
Although I finally graduated, I still find it embarrasing to be
associated with a team that would be better off not coming out for the
second half. There are a lot of poeple still going to and planning to
come to UNM who wish they could look forward to the beginning
instead ofthe end of the football season.
DougZinn

She said many students are .surprised to find the passes offer
unlinited rides in Albuquerque,

"Students can use these passes on
Saturday and Sunday to go shop·
ping," The semester pass is good
through May 31.

UNM Bookstore from 9 a.m. until
4 p.m. until Wednesday. After
Wednesday, students wishing to
buy semester passes can do so at the
Transit office, 619 Yale SE from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m.

"Huh?"
''Thinking of joining
a fraternity?"
"Well I was just-"
"That's what I thought.
Why don't you sign up
for Fo1.•mal Rush, Friday
January 27 thru Sunday
January 29."
"Well I was just-"
"Sure, you want to know
more. Well stop by the
Inter Fraternity Couneil
office across from "AGORA"
or just call Student
Activities in the SUB
at 277-4006."
--The End-act was brought to you by a grunt from the Iuter
Fruterulty C::ouncil Of UNM.

'

'

Mohamed S. EI-Genk,, a grad
student, will speak today at 2 p.m.
in the Farris Engineering Center,
room 303. His topic will be the
development of new methods for
solving Stefan-like problems.
Amnesty International USA,
group 101, will meet tonight at 7:30
in the Honors Center. Everyone is
welcome.
Need off campus housing?

FIN&/
NMR.
8&TTE!<i

B!H&RE's

Apartment, houses or rooms
available to rent. See listings at
Dean of Students Office, Mesa
Vista Hall1129.

Choose your second calculator Urst.

Tibet, a film documentary by
Felix Greene will be shown Friday
at the SUB theater. A $1 donation
is requested.
Registration is under way for
"Writing Skills Development," a
class to be taught at the UNM
community college Jan. 25 through
April 5. Interested persons should
contact the division of continuing
education at 277-2931.

Choose HEWLETT

PARTS

SPECIALIZING IN REPLACEMENT
PARTS FOR

Toyota- Datsun
Porsche- VW
by Garry Trudeau

WANT YOU
TOMt:ET
lf&R!
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PACKARD

.Now at these special reduced prices

Seniors and grad students: The
City of New York Urban Fellows
program offers fellowships with a
$4,800 stipend plus travel expenses
to study in New York City. Contact
Lynzee at 277-4467. Deadline is
Feb.
15.
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Complete Volkswagon Machine Shop

......
•

-0 ....,.... .....

HP-21

~~8~o

Scientific

*ssaoo

reg.

$125° 0

H P-22

Programmable

reg.

s125.oo

Financial

* S1 0625
* S1 0625
*Student Net Prices

OTHER H·P CALCULATORS ON SALE
HP·10 Handheld Printing •••••.••••.•••••.•••••
HP-19C Printing Program. w/Memory ..•. _..••.••
H P·25C Scientific Prog. w/Memory ••• , .•••..••••
H P-27 FinanciaiiStatistlcai/Scientific ••..••••.••
HP·29C Advanced Prog. w/Memory •.•••••.•••••
H P·67 Fully Programmable •..••••..•.•••••.•••
student I. D.
required

HOLMAN'S,

s175.00
s345.00
s160.00
s175.00
s195.00
s450.00

S148.75
S293.25
S136.0Q
S148.75
$165.75
5 382.50

INC~~

*plus sales tax

E:NGlHttR~NG AND O(;IA,.T'ING SUPPL.IE::S-TtCHN !CAL. 60CI<:S-,..APS

o

The store stocking a complete line of
DRAFTING & ENGINEERING SUPPLIES,
TECHNICAL BOOKS, AND MAPS ,

2935 Monte \lista NE 265-3681
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The passes will !)e on sale at the -<:"

As the lights come up we see our hero picking up his
books in preparation to enter Mitchell Hall, when
suddenly a mysterious stranger a)_)proaches and
says: "Pardon1ne."

rock group, the sex pistolS, wound
up their I 0-day U.S. tour over the
weekend, and they went out as they
came in- obnoxiously. The group
you love to hate thrilled acrowd of
5,000 in San Francisco's Win- ·
terland Music Hall Saturday night
with their usual antics screaming, cursing and spitting.
The fans responded to the love call
by throwing garbage a few
rushed the stage but were quickly
dragged away by officials. There
were some minor fights in the
audience, but no major disturbances. Johnny Rotten, Sid Vicious
and the other Pistols go to Scandianavia next - they might return
to the United States in the spring.
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Editor:
With three people in my family, and possibly more, who have
graduated or are attending the University of New Mexico, it gives me
horrors to think that UNM is partially in the hands of Board of Regents
member Colleen Maloof.
After her comments of President Bud Davis "the dictator" and
"down With Bill Mandt" both of whom do an excellent job, a thought
comes to the minds of many thousands of us:
"Mrs. Maloof, why don't you give many, many people in
Albuquerque a present and quietly resign from the Board of Regents?"
If you did resign, you might consider enrolling as a freshman next
semester and learning a great deal about the University which you do
not know.
Since you have been quoted as saying you have never been to
college, the change might be most enlightening.
William C. Bogdan

office the week before the I st of the
month, she said.
The program is in its fifth year
and each year more students have
been buying passes, Day said. "I
think people are finding out they're
having problems parking on campus and near the campus."

About People
PUNKS OUT: Britain's punk-

(I)

_C1l
(I)

(cont. from pago 1)

A new six-week summer session in Lisbon, Portugal will be opened
this year for a limited number of UNM students, announced codirectors of the program, Dr. Jack E. Tomlins and Dr. Gerald M.
Slavin.
The session will begin June 5 and continue through July 14.
The course will include lectures by Portuguese scholars and required
visits to Lisbonese museums as well as advanced language classes four
mornings a week.
·
"We're aiming for 10 to 15 people as the ideal group. The course is
set . up for .advanced students of Portuguese, but open to bright
begmners wtth another advanced language like Spanish " Tomlins
~
'
·
said.
Both Tomlins and Slavin will be traveling with the group and
teaching the four classes offered in Lisbon.
.
Tuition for the session is $140 for the resident and $389 for the nonresident. Transportation to Portugal and accommodations are the
re.sponsib!lity _of the s~udents ·but the Office of International Programs
wtll provtde mformatton about charter flights and lists of possible
h ousmg.
·
Additional information about applicatios is available at the Office of
International Programs and Services
.
·

DOONESBURY

Needed . \

Bus Passes

"J

IQ

401 WYOMING NE • 265·7981
Store Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 8:00·5:30; Sat. 8:30·4:30
VISA, MASTERCHARGE & AMERICAN EXPRESS HONORED

Sale Ends
1/31/78
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Doonesbuty's Thudpucket A Legend
Through the years, much has
been made of that bleak November
day in 1969 when Jimmy Thudpucker first electrified an audience
of some 200,000 demonstrators
huddf'ed on the grounds of
rli Washington Monument. The ballad
Gl
he performed that afternoon, "I
~ . Do Believe," is less likely to be
a..
remembered for its virtuoso guitar
changes than for the galvanizing
effect it had on a nearby unit of the
National Guard, but for wha.tever
reason.. Thudpucker has been a
national musical fixture ever since.
From those first strains of outrage
to his current runaway hit about

swinging singles, "Can't Fight It,"
Thudpucker has been a part of our
live5; a sensitive troubador gently
mocking the follies of our limes.
They 8ay that in the music
business, a legend is anyone with
two consecutive hit singles. By this
or any other definition, Jimmy
Thudfpucker is a legend's legend,
the likes of which this decade is not
likely to witness again. It is indeed
a pleasure and a privilege to present
the greatest hits of James Monroe
Thudpucker.
--Garry Trudeau
Jimmy Thudpucker's Greatest
Hits/Jimmy
Thud-

pucker/Windsong Records BXLI2 589
By ROBERT SPIEGEL and
DRUNKEN DAVE BEDINI
Jimmy Thudpucker's influence
on the styles of popular music is
incalculable.
Not only has he
maintained commercial success
without compromising his sensitivity, he has managed to adapt an
amazing assortment of musical
styles into his so~gs.
In seven years of recording he has
explored such diverse styles as early
Dylan, southern rock, hometown
L.A. ~ock and, as of late, disco.
Though he enters each world of

l

music with a surprising degree of
commitment, he stHI carries that
~pedal "Thudpucker" sensibility
mto every song.
For those who have failed to
collect the entire Thudpucker
collection, his greaterst hits is a fine
representation ofhis music over the
last few years. Admittedly, the
collection favors Thud pucker's
recent material, (six of the 10 songs
were recorded within the last two
years) but, the album still includes
takes from Jimmy's activist days,
plus a rare recording of "I Do
Believe" from a 1965.radio concert
long before he started recording.
Many critics, including Greil
Marcus of Rolling Stone, maintain
that Dylan's Blonde on Bfondewas
influenced primarily by this small
masterpiece of Thudpucker' s.
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Lobos Creep Up In UPI Poll
Coming off two road wins in
Arizona, the UNM basketball team

than just the two Western Athletic
conference wins over the weekend.
The Lobos of coach Norm
Ellenberger jumped in the UP! poll
from 15th to 13th and hit the AP
poll in 20th place among college

basketball teams in the nation. In
the UPI coaches poll, UNM
recieved one first place vote.
Aftf!r the 'Packs's two road wins
in Arizona, UNM center 'Jimmy
Allen was voted WAC Player of the
Week for his 22 point and I9
rebound performance.
"Jimmy is indicative of the
whole character of this basketball
team," Ellenberger said. "You
don't have to be starting to help us
win and every player on this team
wants to win more than anything.
Jimmy struggled for a couple of
ballgames, but he's back now and
stronger than ever."
Allen said after Monday's
practice session, "It's a great award
for me. It's different winning it
coming off the bench. On the bench

NOT
ABOUT.

-·.

Rebel Reggie Theus (with ball) and his teammates invade the Arena and tonight in UNM and UNL V's second
meeting of the season.
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Test
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Come by and
look us over

HAYAY SHALOM

· SUNGLASSHD'OTS .

. Ray-Bans, Photo-Chrome,
Gradients, Mirrors, or Polorized.

Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

Casey Optical Co, .. .
. (II I'll

door to c·a\l'!f llf•:t.a// Vr1~~

Lomas at. Washington •
.
255-6329

303 Ash St. NE
243-2881

Test Date

Closing Date
For Regis.

Wed.,Feb.l5, 1978 & Thurs.Feb.l6, 1978
Wed.,Mar.15, 1978 & Thurs.Mar.l6, 1978
Wed.,Apr.l2, 1978 & Fri.,Apr. 14, 1978
Wed.,May 1978 & Thurs.May 18, 1978
Apr. 29, 1978
Oct. 7, 1~,78
Feb. 18, 1978

Jan. 23, 1978
Feb. 20, 1978
Mar. 20, 1978
Apr. 24, 1978
Mar. 27, 1978
Sept.ll, 1978
Jan. 27,1978

.

College Level Examination
Program (CLEP)

Dental Admission Testing
Program (DAT)
Dental Hygiene Aptitude
Testing Program

Excellent food (no limit) • carpeted
airconditioned • semi-private baths
maid service • heated pool • color TV
activities program • recreation rooms
study lounges •

College

rv ""n

The Testing Division, as a special service, publishes this calendar showing
test dates and registration deadlines which may be of interest to UNM
students. This calendar will be published at the beginning of fall and spring
semesters. We suggest that the you clip and save this calendar for future
reference.

IIPP5NIJIK OIJT..

Living is a whole lot nicer
at The College Inn

The .

01

audience.
Making the Rebs of coach Jerry
Tarkanian even hungrier is the fact
that UNM snapped the Rebels 72game win streak on UNLV's home
court January 7 by a score of 10298. Tonight the Rebels will get their
chance to get even with UNM.
"We won the previous game with
great preparation, .both practicing
and emotionally,"-- Ellenberger
said. "It's doubtful that Las Vegas
is going to want to lose two in a

Student ·Testing Service

I

Graduate Management
Admission Test (GMAT)

Mar. 18, 1978
Feb. 24, 1978
Junel6,1978
July 8, 1978
(Note: GMAT application must be in ETS oJfice by
the
closing date listed above.)

Graduate Record
Examinations (GRE)

Feb. 25, 1978 (Aptitude Test Only)
Jan. 25, 1978
Apr.22, 1978
Mar.22, 1978
June 19, 1978
May 10, 1978
(Note: GRE applications must be postmarked no
later
.
than the closing date listed above

Graduate School Foreign
Language·Test (GSFLT)
Law School Admission
Test (LSAT)

Apr. 8, 1978
March 8, 1978
june 24, 1978
May 24, 1978
Apr.15, 1978
Mar. 16, 1978
July 15,1978
. June 15, 1978
(Note: LSAT applications must be postmarked no
later
than the closing date l~ted above.

Medical College Admission
Text (MCAT)

Apr. 15, 1978
Mar. 20, 1978
Sept. l, 1978
Sept. 30, 1978
(Note: MCAT applications must be postmarked no
later
.
than the closing date) Applications available in
Feb.
Call Testing Division (277 -5345)
for MAT Testing appointment.

u ...dergdaduate 8tudents

Were you closed out of classes you wanted? Do you wish
you could be in a small class? Why not come by the Honors
Center and see what we have to offer you?
There are places available in several of our course offerings,
including Freshman Honors seminars, Freshman and
Sophomore General Studies seminars (all 3-credit hour courses), and Undergraduate Seminars (1-cre~it hour U.S.P. courses). Descriptions and book lists are available at the Honors
Center, Hwnaniti'es Building, west wing, ground floor -- or
call ext. 2201 for information.

you can see what's going on and in
the game."
But tonight, two road wins,
national ranking, and WAC Player
of the Week will all have to be left
in the locker room as the Lobos
host Nevada-Las Vegas tonight at
7:35 before an anticipated crowd of
more than I8,000 fans.
The Rebles will be hungry for a
win tonight as they were defeated
on Sunday by Marquette 97-81
before a national television

The Testing Division of UNM
Announces Its Regular

7lJM(JtW

/

::;:

Host UNLiV Tonight

LOBO Sports Editor
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By PETER MADRID

Renee Armand's vocal track on
"Indian Browne" is worth the price
of the album.
Previously this
unusual recording in which
Thudpucker, on record, convinces
her to sing, was only available on
the flip side of "Ginny's Song,"
Thudpucker's anthem of a campaign worker who falls helplessly in
love with the candidate Virginia
Slade. Armand's vocals _is both
natural and spontaneous. At the
time of this recording, Armand was
an unknown backup singer. It is
this song that first brought attention to her ability to deliver
lyrics with an almost staggering
degree of emotion.
Jimmy Thudpucker, strange as it
may seem is a household word now,
and most of these songs have
becovuiupuckucku
Jesus, I saw
do
"So
Debbie
Boone
Long/Overture '73" on the Johnny
Carson Show the other night. Even
so, these original recordings surpass
the best covers. And I'm very
happy that both "You Can't Fight
It" and "Take Your Life" are
included.
Though these songs
present Thudpucker in his most
commercial stage, the lyrics show
the dark and bleak side of Thudpucker's psyche. I can think of no
other songs which deal so directly
with contemporary emotional
abandonment.
Taken seriously, these songs are
absolutely frightening. Yet, this
collection is merely a slight taste of
Thudpucker' s enormous talent.
Thank you, Jimmy, thank you.
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Miller Analogies Test (MAT)
National Tr~,her Examination
(NTE)
Optometry College Admis·
sion
Undergraduate Assessment
Program (UAP) "88 hr.
test"

Feb. 18, 1978*
July 15, 1978

Jan. 26, 1978
June 22, 1978

Mar. 18, 1978
Mar. 25, 1978

Feb.l8, 1978
Jan. 27, 1978

(Note: Registration for UAP is
through the Registration Center. Information
regarding UAP is available through each College office)

Information regarding applications, fe~, walk-in registration procedures and other testing
pro rams is available from the Testing Division, Room 2, University College Building
(277-5345). This office is open from 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. Monday through Friday.
Rodney W. Yonng, Director--Ann Smith, Assistant Director
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LIKE N.!:!W HP·21 S4S.OO, Sears electronic slide rule
$2).00, Call nights 26l-064l,
1/20
SINGER MACHINE EQUIPPED to buuonhole, zig
pay $16.20 and take machine, 266-5871.
1127
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PERSONALS

--------------------------

'~
·- ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con~ tra~eptlon, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
294-0171.
1118
49 CENTS, AMERICAN CIGARETTES: V. block
from UNM at Pipe & Tobqcco Road, 1078 Cornell
_.. SE, Open Monday thru SDturday 9-6.
•121

.8
'E:
~

II' YOU WANT Ihe volt:e of the dls~blcd"to be heard
3:: not just ~t:n. DOC meets Jan. 2.5, 2t30 p.m., SUB
Q) room 153. Call Lrsllc, 299·477~. Everyone welcome,
1/17
aj FAST-PITCH SOFTBALL TEAM . forming.
Q) 1m crested Players call298-6476 after 6:00p.m. 1120

z

~ Si;'ECIA.L DRINK PRICES during happy hour at
Ned'$:. ExtraSpec:inl Drink prices during Very Hnppy

KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-mlnutc Passport Photos. No appointment.
268·8515.
tfn
\JNM BOOKSTORE OPEN til 7:00 PM tonite ror

FREE J.D. ENGRAVING

qn your bicycle. Thornw
resistant bicycle tubes: .SO cents off all sizes. 102 Richmond NE266-I611,
1120

your convcnlcnce.

1/17

UNM BOOKSTORE RETURNS policy: Last day for
full refund Feb. II. 1.) Books must be J11 original
condition 2.) You MUS'r have cash receipt! 3,) 'You
must prc11ent $1Udcnt I D.
1/20
TUTORING AYAILABLE FOR Minority Students
and Men itl Nursing for Chemi~try 111 1 _212; Biology
123, 238; Math 102; Nursing Pathology 240; Pharmacology 276. Call277-2507,
1/20

s::.:ol

coiU.c ·"-

ON CAMPUS RESERVED parking, paved lot. $20
scmcst.cr, Contact Mike Tate, 2714045 days, or 1826
Me:;a Vista NE nights.
I /23
SINGER FUTURA ZIGZAG sewing machine. Top
of the Line. Slightly used but still under warranty,
Automatic bobbin •winder 1 has computerized buttonholer and does hundreds or fancy stitches. Reg,
$800, now $150 cash. 294-B?SS,
1123

4.

Intensive courses In shooting black-and-white, color.
Learn a permanent, valuable skill. Small groups

WALK TO UNM: Cozy !-bedroom, carpeted. $125,
part utilities paid, 262-175 I, Valley Rentals, $30 fee,
I I 19
.

JAZZ SAXAPHONIST SUPREME Grover
Washington re111rns to UNM's Popejoy Hall on
Wed., Feb. I al 7:30 pm.;'flckeiS for this ASUNM·
PEC Presentation are available at the SUB and
Popejoy Hall Box Offices and at all TicketmaMer
locations.
2/1

FEMALf: ROOMATE NEEDED.
Own bath,
fireplace, luxurious home ncar UNM. Vegetarian
1123
preferred. $125 mo., Caro1266-4888.

6.

JAZZ SAXAPHONIST SUPREME Grover
Washington returns to UNM's Popejoy Hall on
Wed., Feb. I at 7:30 p.m. Tickets for this ASUNMIPEC Presentation are avuilablc at the ~UB and
Popejoy Hall box orrices and at all Ticketmasler
locmlons
2/1
PERRY'S PIZZA 2004 Central SE. Try our fresh
~alad nnd slice specials for lunch. Pizza by the slice
•
·
1/19
and pan
PASSPORT, IMIORATION, J.D. Photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Caii26S-2444 or come
tol7170irardNE.
1127

2.

SE~VICES

LSAT-MCi\T REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842·5200.
trn
TYPING. lSI QUALITY, 883·7787.
2124
L & M MUSIC STUDIO, 3 Blocks rrom campus,
Gui\ar & phmo taught by cxpctienc~;d Instructors in a
C(mtfortble environment. 247-8158,
1/27
TYPIST EXPERIENCED INSURANCE, legal,
engineering, stntlstical, theses, manuscripts. Call266·
4770.
1120
ClASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS: Segovia method.
Begll1ncr'i Welcome 266·9291,
1/31
TYPING MA ENGLISH,

BIKE TO CLASS: Clean 2·bcdroom 1 part bills paid,
secure garage, $200. 262-17!il Valley, $30 fcc.
l/19
I BLOCK FROM CAMPUS: furnished, $80,
fireplace, non-smoker, 247-9800, eves, call Mike
LARGE FURNISHED I bedroom apt. to minutes
from campus $180 includes gos and hot water no child
or pets 915 Alvarado SE 266-1216.
1/23
I SINGLE ROOM, finale, co-ed residential co-op
1120
close to campus. 247-251S
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? We do the cooking
and cleaning, you ,Jo the $tudying. 303 Ash NE, 243·
2881.
2/l

LOST&FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
"

3.

HOUSING

WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Excellent rood (no
limit). Private and double rooms. Maid service, 303
AshNE,243·2881,
1/17
GRAD STUDENT WILL share three bedroom hounc
wiJh one or two M/F. $100 month incll}dcs utilhies,
Furnished, fireplace, ndabe. North Viillcy. 842-9434.
1/23

Campus delivery. 296·
)/20

8l64.
QA. TYPING SERVICE, A complete typing nnd

editorial sy/ilcm, Technical, general, legal, medical,
4/29
S\!holastlc. Chans & tables. 34S·212S.
WAKE UP CALLS made day or nighl. For S·day
week, $5.00 monthly. F'or 7Mday week. $6 243-2368,
l/20
Wt:AVINC: CLASSES STARTING now. The

Weavers' Studio, 12·5 pm, 205 Stanford Sfo:, 2659100,
1/20

"

KIRBY RED CL/tSSIC commercial model, 3 months
old. Must sell cheap, 7,81 monthly, 266-5872,
1/27

TYPING: REPORTS, RESUMES, general. 898·
5927,
1/20

EMPLOYMENT

EXPERIENCED PHOTOGRAPHER IS searching
for figure model~. Fee determined by personal illterview, If interested, call Bob at 296·8810 MWF
after 6:30pm,
1/20
NEEDED: RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER ror I·
year old. Ncar university, one nighl per week. 26S~
9315
1/23

PARTICIPATE IN
LANGUAGE RESEARCH
Two men age 25 to 32 natives
of U.S. who learned Spanish
first and English about age
6 to 10. $2.00 per hour
266-0320 after 4 PM

PART-TIME HELP WANTED, Afternoons,
evenings plus delivery boys. Please apply at Perry's
FEMAI.E NON-SMOKEI\ ROOMATE wanted,
Two-bedroom house share half rent $80,00 plus , Pizza, 2004 Central on Jan. 17-18 from J-6 pm. 1/17
dcposil. Close to Winrock. For appt. call LuC)', 766SUMMER JOBS GUARANTEED or money back,
76718am-5pm.
1/20
Nations largest directory. Minimum SO employers per
state, Includes master application. Only $3. SumCAMPUS SPECIAL LAROE one-bdrm, rull carchoice, Oox 645, State College, PA 16801.
J/19
peted, $120, no lease. 262-27SI, Valley Rentals, $30
fcc,
1/20
SALESPEOPLE WANTED, TO sell d;splay advertising for the New Mexico Daily LOBO. Work on
I VJ BLOCKS TO UNM, cozy one-bdrm, yard $75,
campus. Must have car. Call 277·5656 for an apBetter Hurry! 262·1751, Valley Rr:ntal~. $30 fcc. 1/20
pointment.
tfn
AVAILABLE SOON, EXTRA large 4-rcom house,
fenced. yard, pets OK, S 120. 262-175 I, Valley Rentals,
$30 kc.
1/20
lliKB TO CLASS. Fancy 2-bdrm., fenced yard, kids,
pets, Sll5. 262-27ll, Valley Rentals, $30 rce.
1/20
WALK TO UNM. Brand new onc-bdrm, paneled
throughout, beamed ceilings, just $60. 262-1751,
Rentals,
$30
fee.
1120
Valley
ALL UTILITIES INCLUD~D, clenn onc-bdrm,
privately fenced, $135. 262·1751, Valley Rentals, $30
~
tm
1111 ULOCKS TO UNM: !-bedroom, yard for pets.
$75. 262-115 I, Valley Rentals, $30 rce.
1/19
ALl. UTILITieS INCLUDED: Enormous J.
bedroom, shady yard, Now SIJ.S. 262-1751, Valley
Rentals. $30 fcc.
J/19
SEARCHING I' OR HOUSING? Residence Halls are
yqur answer for maximum convenlchcc to campus
plus comfort and economy In housir~g and food
scrvkc! Inquire La Posada 201 on weekdays, 9-4. or
ca\1277-2606.
111~

Citizens Bank

.J1y REBEKAH SZYMANSKI
LOBO Managing Editor
When he left the Druid commune
in Ramah, N.M. the threat of death
went with him.
Lester Joe Brasher Jr., who left
the commune last September served
under the high priest and priestess
for four years. He testified last
week before a child custody hearing
for his son and arraignment of the
two leaders.
· Gerrie L. Garcia and Laura
Copeland-Garcia, the high priest
and priestess, were arrested Jan, 8,
in Albuquerque after an investigation by the Valencia County

Grand Jury. The following day,
during the child custody hearing the
couple pleaded not guilty to charge$
of child negligence and unlawful
disposition of unclaimed dead.
The ·indictments against the
couple came after Brasher testified
before the Valencia Country
Grand Jury,
· In an interview with the LOBO
Brasher said he had wanted to leave
the commune since last spring, but
after four years of "brainwashing"
and a life deviod of outside influence it was difficult to break
away.
During those years he was

devoted to his religion and the high
priestess who ruled over the Druid
commune "like a dictator." he
said.
When he first joined the commune he took an oath of secrecy
and obedience. Five months later he
took the "Vail"-a vow to serve
and devote his entire life to the high
priestess, Laura.
He was told if he broke this vow
and left the commune he would die
a year and a day later. Brasher said
that last spring, after quarreling
with~ Laura, he told her he was
thinking about leaving. She gave
him a subtle reminder of the

New Mexico

consequences of breaking the
"Yail"_:_death, a year and a day
later.
He decided to stay.
FrQm then on, Brasher said,
Laura continued to remind him of
what happened to those who broke
the vow.
Brasher said that when he joined
the group at Albuquerque in Dec.
1972, the members were studying
astrology under Laura. Things wrre
much different then, he said.
The group sludied strictly
astrology for a year, then moved to
the commune in Witchwells, Ariz.
He said the group members

.

DAILY

5 days only. A one time sal~.
Our entire inventory is

ATTENTION GRADUATE MEDICAL LAW
student~. Tutors wanted. Proficiency required in
math, verbal, basic science skills. Excellent pay. Call
294-0416
1/17
PARTPTIME JOB GRADUATE students only.
Afternoon~ and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old,
Apply in person, no phone calls p}casc. Save-Way
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul NE
1/27

Vow Follows Ex-Druid

NEW STOCK OJ: COITON warp, Come see. The.
Weaver~· Studio 1 12-5 pm. 20~ Stanford SE. 265-9100
1/20

TAPf,AN MICROWAVE OV~N browning element,
. mcmor:r temperature probe, S yr full warranty, Take
over payment~ of$8. I 7. 268-4393.
1/27
PIONEER COMPLETE SYSTEM two 6-way
Pioneer speakers 1 ca~sette and turntable, a good
bargain 7.81 per month. 268-4394,
1127

Hour .u Ned's.
1/17
PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES FORMING: Soon

designed to suil your preseut knowledge: absolute
beginners or intermediates. Special sessions In outUoor portraiture, nature & scenics, sports action.
Intensive darkroom instruction if requested.
Reasonable !Uhion. Groups fill up quickly so cull
soon for information. A-Photographer, 1717 Glr:ud
NE, 265·2444.
1/20
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, BILL, rromD.O.C,
1/17

........

MISCELLANEOUS

take over payments of9;39 per mom h. 266-SB72. 1127

.3 1.
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8.

SONY TRJNJTRON PLUS color TV full guaramee1

0

a..

FORSALE

CHEAP WATER BEDS! Water Trips 589.95 buys
YOU I) dark walnut s1ained franc, 2) safety liner, 3)
foam comfort pad, 4) any size mattress wilh 3-year
guarantee; $89.95. 3401 Central NE. 2S5w2289, 2123
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Now you know. The tip of .a

shoelaCifis callea·an·;; Aglet."

,,

,()

leather belts,. bags, clothes,
everything!

(com. on pago 71

.

Wednesday, January 18,_,'!-w.:z..
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believed they would continue their
studies as usual after the move.
"We all expected to become high
priests and priestesses and eventually we were going to spread out
and start communes of our own,"
Brasher said.
But that never happened. Laura
was the undisputed leader and she
decided what the commune
members would do.
"At the commune we weren't
allowed to read anything except her
book. We were stuck with what she
said. We were so susceptible to it
though. We wanted it (to complete
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If Treaty Ratification Denied.

.~·Flu ~~: ~ p.-, fo., ;":~1

.8hi:r:e ~$ather 8hop

Carter Assures Canal

107 A (:ornell SE, 1 blk from
SUB2

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
p·erson
UNITED Feature Syndicate
50
100
square
onday's Puzzle Solved:
1 Moist Earth
meters
~~·~
~~~~
5 Throw out
51 EJTiployer
10 Rebuke
53 Skin
1 4 Swiss river
problem
15 Florida city
55
Sawbuck
16 Erase
56 The
17 Computer
physical
expert
world
19 Silver: Abbr.
61 Facts
20 Slowly;
62 Greetings
Music
64
Letters
21 Chatter:
65
A Horae
Slang
66
Camera
22 Comparison
glass
word
67
Scottish
23 Iraq money
island
25 Russian
68 We II- known F--1-;:t;:-r.;+.-;t
village
violin:
26 Semitic
Informal
covering, for 40 Jalopy
deity
691talian
short
41 Tang
30 Current
community
1 o Bucolic
46 Oily sub31 Intersecting
line
11 Kind of coal
stance
DOWN
48 Became
34 Circumference 1 Spanish
1 2 Conception
taut
36 Of the
13 Forsaken
cloak
51
Pith
cheekbone
18 Disencumber
2 Cooking
52
Hurrah
38 Director
24
"
...
let
---ingredrent
Fred--split
53 Cooling
Venezuela
3
39 Georgian's
asunder"
drinks
copper
neighbor: 2
25 Deserve
54 Horseshoe
center
words
gripper
4 Thief: Slang 26 Swiss city
42 Direction
27 Love, in
55 The present
5 -----suffix
Rom a
shrdlu:
time
43 S. Air. coins
28 Plentifully
Printing
57 Saga
44 Parishioner's
29 Literature:
jumble
58 Instruments:
payment
_
abbr.
6 Leg: Slang
Informal
45 Accountant's
31 "My Gal---" 59 Occupancy
7' Big TV star:
book
32 -----Ark
3 words
fee
47 Rainy
33 Belief
8 Weapon
60 To be: Latin
49 Annoying
35 Trio
9 Gridiron ·
63 A nucleic
37 Also-ran
acid: Abbr.
ACROSS

l060 Photo by Jennott 1<11'1,:

Marshall Nason listens to President Carter daring a UNM Canal Treaty Forum held Tuesday night.
(From left to right) Pedro David, Harrison Schmitt, David Popper and Michael Conniff look on.
·

oeten~se,,

By DOLORES WOOD
LOBO Staff Writer
In answer to a question on what
he would do if the Panama Canal
treaty were r.ot ratified by the
Senate, President Jimmy Carter
said he would do his best to see that
violence was held down in that
country.
Carter made the remark Tuesday
in a I 0-minute phone call to a
public forum in the Student Union
Ballroom on the treaty.
If the treaty were not ratified, the
Panamanians will doubt our good
intentions and good faith," Carter
totd an audience of about 500.
"The Latin American nations will
doubt the fairness of our large and
powerful country." He said that
while he had

1111191!:-J' 1

Pot Vote Brings
C of C Resig~ation

By DOLORES WOOD
LOBO Staff Writer
In its first five months, the Albuquerque Federation, a citizen's
chdog group, has written its bylaws, constitution, elected officers,
taken its first vote-a vote that has caused the chamber of commerce
resign from the coalition.
._
In an August press conference announcing its formation, representatives~
.....
of the Federation declared their intent to monitor local government with •
the hope of making it more effective. But so far, the group has acted only .: .
on proposed legislation rather than analyzing government in operation.
The Federation lists such members as the Sierra Club, Common Cause,
NM Public Interest Research Group, NORML, the Board of Realtors, the
American Civil Liberties Union ... And until recently the Albuquerque
Chamber of Commerce Alex kaplan, head of NORML, was elected
president of the Federation.
The vote that spurred the Ch</mber's resignation was the approval by the
Federation of a resolution askihg that the decriminalization of marijuana
be brought before the Albuquerque voters in a referendum next
November.
Chamber representatives give conflicting interpretations of its role in the
vote. G. Y. Fails, Chamber vice president, said the Chamber did not vote
on the decriminalization resolution, and that Chamber representative Tom.
Champiol), avoided that meeting because he knew the issue was going to
be discussed. Tom Champion would not comment on the issue.
However, Chamber of Commerce member Ernest Jenkinson who was
the alternate representative s.·aid that he attended the meeting and in the
absence of directions from Chamber leadership assumed he had the
··
authority to vote. He voted in favor of the resolution.
.,.
Fails was in Santa Fe when efforts were made to contact him for con·
.·
formation of or denial of Jenkinson's statement.
Earlier, Fails had said the Chamber "did. not know they were going to
take a vote like that. Anything -like that must be brought to our board of
directors. It was never discussed by our board of directors."
Jenkinson said the Chamber had to have known that the
decriminalization resolution was coming to a vote because Champion had
been to the meeting Where the resolution was given its first reading and
plans were made to have the second reading at the next meeting. The
Federation bylaws state that all resolutions will be brought to a vote on the
Lobo basketball coach Norm Ellenberger breathes a
second reading.
,
sigh of relief as he' is congratulated by Rebel Eddie
In any event, Fails has stated that the Chamber will no longer participate
McLeod after UNM's impressive 89-76 win over Nevada in the Fedetation even as an observer.
David Miller, NM Public Interest Research Group repcesentative, said Las Vegas. Related story on pages 10and 11.
he had not heard that the Chamber had resigned from the Federation.

No Service Charge Checking
for
UNM Students
and
Faculty, Staff & Employees

I

Citizens Bank of Albuquerque
2500 Louisiana, NE 1213 San Pedro, NE 2901 Candelaria, NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico Phone 883-5200
Member FDIC

I
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Panama will do everything possible
to hold down violence, if the treaty
is not ratified, American troop>
might be necessary to maintain
canal access.
"It would take 100,000 troop.\ to
defend the canal," he said. "I don't
know how long the American
people would support a · major
military commitment of this kind."
Before and after the call, U.S.
Ambassador David Popper the
deputy for Panama Canal treaty
affairs, and U.S. Sen. Harrison
Schmitt, R-N.M presented opinions
for and against the ratification.
Popper said he is optimintic that
the treaty will.be ratified. He said
the decision on the treaty will "heir>
(cont. on pago 7)

Alice
Cooper
Is a Girl
By TIM GALLAGHER
LOBO Editor
Alice Cooper, Jimmy Stewart,
George Harrison and Pat Nixon are
all students at UNM.
James Brown and Tom Jones are
taking classes here, too.
Although students by these
names go to UNM, you probably
won't be hearing "My Sweet Lord
" in the SUB or seeing any dead
chickens swinging by the neck in
Mitchell Hall. The 1977-78 student
directory reveals however, that
many namesakes of famous people
are students at UNM.
The directory shows that John
Adams goes to UNM. There are
also a few Washingtons, Lincolns,
Jacksons and 19 Carters (but no
Jimmy, Billy or Amy). Alex Haley
might be impressed ·by UNM's
Roots.
There are also three Finks lurking
in the 35 Hal b.
According to Elsd0n C. Smith's
American Surname·,, Smith i1 the
mo.lt common
with about
2.238,400 Smiths In the country.
But the 144 Smiths listed in the
directory rank only fifth among
most common names at UNM.
The most common name in the
directory is Martinez with 199
listings. In ranking order, the next
10 are: Garcia, 168; Chavez, 163;
Sanchez, !53; Smith 144; Johnson,
133; Romero, 118; Jones, II 0;
Gonzales, 108; Baca, 99, and
Montoya, 98.

